
Creating Depth with Color



As with most artists’ tools, color layering can be mostly subjective. It really 
depends on how each person views color and other elements in your artwork 
(lighting, and focus range are just a few examples.) 

But, when you take those elements away, you do have a few easy rules to stick to 
that can help you provide depth by layering your different colors. 



At this point, lighting plays a huge part in creating color layers, after all, color is 
just the hue that we see when light reflects off of it. 

When something is lit too bright, we see it as white, and when something isn’t lit 
up at all- we see it as black. Being able to control and understand the lighting in 
your studio will help provide you with the best tools for really making color work in 
your sessions. 



Make Shadows Work for Your Colors
When you have soft shadows in your composition, it creates different levels in 
your artwork. Many times, these shadows are used to help define the edge of 
something (like the baby against the posing fabric) or help non-important things 
recede into the background- while your highlighted subject comes to the front of 
your image. 

Use these shadows by making sure you are using darker colors where shadows 
are lurking in your image. Light colors brighten shadows, so it can pull your eyes 
toward an unimportant space in the composition, or blur the edges between 
specific parts of your image. 



Boost Highlights with Light Colors
Another great technique to add depth to your images is to enhance your 
highlights. 

Even in dark, moody images, you want your subject to be clear and obvious- but 
that isn’t always helped by brightening up your image. Blowing out highlights on 
your focal point can make your image harsh and hard to read, but adding a light 
color to your subject, when there are shadows and dark colors all around it, will 
bring your focus right in on it! 



More Color Depth Tips:
● Light Colors come forward, while Dark Colors recede

● Bold Colors and Highly Saturated Colors usually recede. 

● Warm Colors come forward in most compositions

● Cool Colors recede in most compositions



Journaling
● Which colors do you feel really brings out highlights? 
● Which colors do you feel brings pulls back shadows? 
● With your current lighting, do you feel you should accent the hightlights or 

shadows more. 
● What is one image that you really feel you created depth using color? 
● What is one image that you feel that depth could have been enhanced better 

with the use of color? What would you change and why? 


